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ON CONFORMAL P-KILLING VECTOR FIELDS IN
ALMOST PARACONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

By KOJ! MATSL'\10TO

0, Introduction

A few years ago, 1. Sat6 introduced a notion of manifolds with almost
paracontact structure and studied several interesting properties of the mani
fold which are closely similar to the ones of almost contact manifolds ([10,
llJ) .

In the previous papers, we studied certain infinitesimal transformations in
P-Sasakian manifolds and got several results about them ([4.5.6. 8J).

On the other hand, we defined a conformal C-killing vector field in an
almost contact Riemannian manifold and we proved that every special con
formal C-killing vector field in a compact Sasakian manifold (dim" 5) is
special C-Killing ([7J).

In this paper, we shall define a conformal P-Killing vector field in an
almost paracontact Riemannian manifold and \ve shall consider the properties
about such the vector field.

In ~ 1, as a preparation of the latter section, we shall recall almost para·
contact Riemannian manifolds and properties of certain infinitesimal trans
formations in P-Sasakian manifolds. In § 2, we shall define a conformal
P-Killing vector field in almost paracontact Riemannian manifolds and we
now especially consider conformal P-Killing vector fields in P-Sasakian and
SP-Sasakian manifolds.

We assume that our manifolds are connected and satisfies the axiom of
second countability and all tensor fields are of class C=.

1. Preliminaries

An n-dimensional differentiable manifold Mn is called to have an almost
paracontact structure if there is given triplet (9/,';:\ 7))) of (1. 1) -tensor 9/
contravariant vector field e and covariant vector field 7)). in Mn which satisfy
the following equations;
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(1. 1) 1J.le.l=l,
(1. 2) ifJ/ifJ/=iJ/-1Jp.e",

where the indices )..I, /L, "', A run over the range 1,2, "', n. We call a mam
fold Mn with an almost paracontact structure an almost paracontact mam
fold.

By virtue of (1. 1) and (1. 2) , we can easily show
(1. 3) rank (ifJ/) =n-l,
(l.4) ifJ/ep.=o, 1J.lifJ/=O.

Every almost paracontact manifold has a positive definite Riemannian metric
gp..l such that

(1. 5) 1JI"=gl".le.l,
(1. 6) gerifJp.eifJ.lT=gp..l-1JI"1J.lo

We call such a metric gl".l an associated Riemannian metric of the given al
most paracontact structure and we call an almost paracontact manifold with
an associated Riemannian metric an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold
with an almost paracontact metric structure (ifJ/, e.l, 1J.l, gl".l)'

In an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold, if the following equation
(1. 7) 2,pp..l=Vl"1J.l+V .l1JI" (ifJp..l=ifJ/geJ

holds good, then we say such an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold
a paracontact Riemannian manifold, where the operator /7.l denotes the cova
riant differentiation with respect to gl".l.

Now, we consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold Mn with a
positive definite Riemannian metric g/l.l which admits a unit covariant vector
field 1J.l satisfying

(1.8) /71"1J.l-V.l1J/l=(}'
(1. 9) /7J7 /l1J.l= (-gV/l+1Jv1JI") 1J.l+ (-gv.l+1Jv7h) 1jp.o

If we put
(1.10) e.l= 7]p.g/l.l, ifJ/=/7/le,

then it is easily seen that the manifold in consideration becomes an almost
paracontact Riemannian manifold. So we call such a manifold a P-Sasakian
manifold.

In a P-Sasakian manifold, the following relations hold good:
(1.11) R wv/1Je=gwp.1)v- gvp.7]w, R/1Je= - (n-1)1)/l'

where the tensor fields R wv/ and R/l.l are respectively the curvature tensor
and the Ricci tensor with respect to g ItA'

Let us consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold with a positive
definite Riemannian metric g/l.l which admits a unit covariant vector field 1).l
satisfying

(1.12) VI"7).l=e(gp..l-7)p.7).l)'
then we can easily show that the manifold m consideration IS P-Sasakian.
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So, such a manifold is called an SP-Sasakian manifold, where z is +1 or
-1. T. Adati and T. Miyazawa proved the following

PROPOSITION 1. 1. A P-Sasakian manifold is an SP-Sasakian one If and only
if the following relation holds good:

(1. 13) </>2= (n-I) 2,
where we put </>=trace(cjJ/).

In a P-Sasakian manifold, we have from (1. 9) and (1. 11)
(1. 14) r'r,e- R,.~,=O.

Thus we have the following

PROPOSITION 1. 2. In a compact orientable P-Sasakian manifold, the vector
field ~.l. is harmonic.

Especially, if the manifold is SP-Sasakian, then from (1. 12) and (1. 13)
we have 17,~'= - (n-l).
Thus we have the following

PROPOSITION 1. 3. There does not exist a compact orielltable SP-Sasakian
manifold.

REMARK. Recently, S. Sasaki proved that there does not exist a compact
SP-Sasakian manifold [9].

A vector field v" in an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold is said
to be an infinitesimal automorphism if it leaves three tensors 91/, Y), and g,d

invariant, that is,
(1. 15) J2 (v) ifJ/i' =0, .Q (v) Y), =0, .Q Cv) g/i' =0,

where J2(v) denotes the Lie differentiation with respect to v'.
A vector field v' in an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold IS called

an Y)-conformal Killing vector field if it satisfies the relation
(1.16) J2(v)g/i,,=2a(g/i,,-1}!'Y)1),

where a is a scalar function being called an associated function of v'. For an
rrconformal Killing vector field, we proved the following

PROPOSITION 1. 4. Each Tj-conformal Killing vector field in a compact ori
entable P-Sasakian manifold is an infinitesimal automorphis11l.

2. Conformal P-Killing vector fields
A vector field v' in an almost paracontact Riemannian manifold lWn IS
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called a conformal P-Killing vector field with an associated function h if it
satisfies the relation

(2.1) Jl(v) (g,,).-7),,1};) =2h(g").-r;,,T)).).

Especially, if an associated function is constant in Mn, then the vector field
is called a homothetic one, and if a conformal P-Killing vector field V A sa
tisfies the condition 7) (v) =1jeve=constant, then the vector field is called a
special one.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. If a P-Sasakian manifold admits a non-zero P-Killing
vector field proportional to e, then the manifold is necessarily SP-Sasakian.

Proof. In general, (2. 1) can be written as
(2.2) J2(v)g,,;, f"T);, +fi1j" +2h (g,,).-7),,7);),

where we have put
(2.3) f=7)ev·, f).=Pd.

Now, let v;, ft;). be a conformal P-Killing vector field, then we can easily
see

Jl(v) g,,;,-f,,1);, +f;.T)"+2fif>,,;.,
where we put if>,,).=if>~egeJ..

By virtue of (2. 2) and the above equation, we get
(2.4) fo/").=h(g,,J.-7),,7)J.).

Transvecting (2. 4) with O/V;' and taking account of (1. 2) and (1. 4), we have
f(g"J.-7),,7)).) =ho/"J.-

Thus we have from (2.4) and the above equation h2=f2, from which 0/,,;.=
e(g"J.-T)"T)).) , that is, the manifold is SP-Sasakian.

THEOREM 2.2. In an SP-Sasakian manifold, each conformal P-Killing vec
tor field v). is decomposed into the following form:

(2.5) vJ.=1j(v)!;).+wJ.,
where 1j(v)e is a conformal P-Killing vector field proportional to t;J., and wJ.
is a 1j-conformal Killing vector field.

Proof. Let v). be a conformal P-Killing vector field, then if we put (2. 5) ,
then it is clear that 1j (v) e and w). satisfy the condition.

Conversely, let ft;). and w). be a vector field proportional to t;;, and a 7)

conformal Killing vector field respectively f being a certain function in Mn,
then it is easily shown that ft;J.+ w ). is a conformal P-Killing vector field.

From (2. 2) and (2. 3), we can easily see

PROPOSITION 2.3. Each special conformal P-Killing vector field is a T)-con
formal Killing vector field.
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Contracting ~I' to (2. 2), we have
(2.6) J2(v)e= - (f/;e)!;l.

Substituting (2. 2) and (2. 6) into the identity
J2(v) 1}~= (J2(v) ~e) g..+~eJ2(v) ge",

we obtain
(2.7) J2(v)1}). f)..

By virtue of (2. 2) and the formula ([12J)

J2 (v) {v\} = ~ g~r {VvJ2(v) grp+P'pJ2(v)g.r-17rJ2(v) gvl'} ,

we have
(2.8) Jl(v) VI'} = cPv!p) e+ifJvpp+hv(o/-Yjl'e) +hl'(o/-Tjl~)

- h). (gvl' -Tj.1}I') - 2hifJvp~).,

where {}p} denotes the Christoffel symbol with respect to gl';' and we put
h;.=17;.h and p=g;'efe'
Substituting (2. 6) and (2. 7) into the identity

J2(v)ifJ/=P'vJ2(v)~;'+(J2(v) Ve} )~e,

we get

(2.9) Jl(v)ifJ/= (heee) (o/'-Tjl'!;l) -ifJ/fee- U eee)ifJ/.
Summing up (2. 8) with respect to the indices J.1. and A, we obtain

(2.10) (n-l)he~e-ifJfe~e=O.

On the other hand, Lie differentiation of (1. 2) with respect to v;' gives us
(2.11) (h/;e)ifJ/- Ule) (o/-r;I't;~)=0,

from which
(2. 12) ifJhle- (n -1) fe~e= O.

Thus we have from (2. 10) and (2. 12) the following

PROPOSITION 2.4. For a conformal P-Killing vector field in a P-Sasakian
manifold, we have

(2.13) f.f';e=shet;e
and especially, if the manifold is not SP-Sasakian, then we have

(2.14) fe~e=het;e=O.

From now on, we shall consider the case of a non-SP-P-Sasakian mani
fold, that is, we shall consider the case of ifJ2=f= (n-l)2. Then for a con
formal P-Killing vector field we have (2. 14).

Substituting (2. 14) into (2. 6) and (2. 9), we respectively have
(2.15) J2(v)!;;'=O,

(2.16) J2(v)ifJ/= -ifJ/fe!;;"
Furthermore, by virtue of (2. 2) and (2. 16), we get

(2.17) J2(v)ifJl';'= -2hifJl';"
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Thus we have
(2.20)

Hence we have

Next, substituting (2. 7) into the formula ([12J)
Jl(v) R","/=V",Jl(v) {/1'} - V.Jl(v) {",l1'},

we have

(2.18) Jl(v)R","/= - R","/ f/;l- (gmp.1Jv-gvp.Tj",) P+r./Jv1'{7",jl-rp"'1'{7vP
+r./J",lVJ/l-r./J/V"J/l-hv(1J/lr./J",l_rp"'/le) +h",(Tj1'rp/-1JV/le)
-h/l(TjvfjJ,/-Tj",rp/) +hl (7)vr./J"'1'-Tj",r./J"J + CV",hJ (0/-1));1)
- CVvh1') (0",1_1),,/;1) - CV",hl) (g"1'-1),,1)1') + (V"hl) (g"'/l-Tj",1J1')
+2h (g"'/l1J"-g"/l1),,,)~1-2h(rp"1'r./J,/_r./J"'1'rp"l).

REMARK. Taking account of (2. 18), if the vector field w l in Proposition
2. 2 preserves the scalar curvature invariant, then R = - (n -1) or the vector
field w l is an infinitesimal automorphism in Mn, where R denotes the scalar
curvature with respect to g1'1.

Now, contracting Tjl to (2. 18) and taking account of (1. 11), (2.2), (2. 7)
and (2. 14), we can get

(2.19) -cjJ"p.r./J",dl+rp"'/lr./J"AP+h"cP",,,-h,,,r./J,,,,+r./J"'lhl (g"1'-r;"TjJ
_r./Jvlhl(g"'/l-r;",r;J =f",Tj"r;1'- f"Tj",Tj"+g"'/lf,,-g"1'f,,,.

Transvecting (2. 19) with g"/l and ifJ"", respectively, we have
(n-I)f", - r./JfjJ",'f, + (n -1) 1J",'h, -r./Jh",=0,
- (n-I) fjJ",'f, +r./Jf",+r./Jrp",'h,- (n-I)h",=O.
from the above two equations

f",+r./J",'h,=O.

PROPOSITION 2.5. For a con formal P-Killing vector field in a non-SP-P
Sasakian manifold, a necessary and sufficient condition for the vector field to
be a homothetic conformal P-Killing vector field is the vector field to be special.

By virtue of Propositions 1.1, 1.2, 1. 3, 1.4, 2.1 and 2.5, we have

THEOREM 2.6. Each homothetic conformal P-Killing vector field in a com
pact orientable P-Sasakian manifold is identically an infinitesimal automor
phism.

Now, we assume that the conformal P-Killing vector field v l preserves the
curvature tensor invariant, that is, the left hand side of (2.18) is equal to
zero. Then, transvecting that equation with ~"', we have

-f"Tj1'~l+f1'(o}-Tj"e)+2h(r;"Tj,,-gV/l)~1=0,

from which, we can show h=O.
Thus we have
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PROPOSITION 2.7. If a con formal P-Killing vector field in a P-Sasakian

manifold preserves the curvature tensor invariant, then the vector field is an
infinitesimal automorphism.

Summing up (2. 18) with respect to wand A, we obtain
(2.20) 12 (v) R"" = -4 (CTJ" +f "TJJ + CV",fw) 9",,- (n - 5) V"h p

+9V J ,,-1> (h"TJp +h"TJ,,) - CV",hw
) (g"p-r;"TJp) -2h1>1>"W

We assume that the vector field preserves the Ricci tensor invariant, then
we have from (2.20)

(2.21) -4(f"TJp+ f ,,7)J + (V",fw
W

) 9",,- (n- 5) V"h" +1>VJ"
-rjJ(h"TJ,,+hl'Y)") - CVwhw) (g"P-7)"TJp) -2h1>9",,=0.

Transvecting (2.21) with g"" respectively, we have
rjJVwfw- (n-3)V",hw-1>2h=0,

(2.22) (n-3) V",fw-1>Vwhw- (n-l) rjJh=O.

By virtue of (2. 22), we have
(2. 23) t~2- (n-3)2} V whw+21>2h=0.

Hence we get the following

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let v· be a Ricci preserving conformal P-Killing vector
field in a P-Sasakian manifold Mn. Then we have

(i) If 1>2- (n-3) =0 and n*3, then the vector field is an infinitesimal

automorphism.
(ii) If V",hw=O, then 9=0 or h=O.

(a) In the case of 1>=0, the vector field is homothetic and n=odd.
(b) In the case of h=O, the vector field is an infinitesimal automorphism.

(iii) If 9=0 and n*3, then the vector field is homothetic and n=odd.
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